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In this paper, we demonstrated an organic light emitting device based on both lithium fluoride �LiF�-doped hole transporting layer
�HTL� and electron transporting layer �ETL�. The optimization LiF dual doping device shows dramatic improved luminance and
current efficiency. The maximum luminance and current efficiency are 28,180 cd/m2 and 4.7 cd/A, respectively, for the dual
doping device and 12,320 cd/m2 and 3.7 cd/A, respectively, for the traditional LiF/Al cathode device. Furthermore, the maximum
current efficiency shows a decline proportion of 25% for the LiF dual doping device and 46% for the traditional LiF/Al cathode
device. Such improved properties are attributed to the enhanced carrier transporting and balanced numbers of holes and electrons
injected into the emitter layer by LiF dual-doped HTL and ETL.
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The low operating voltage and high efficiency not only promote
the commercialization of organic light emitting devices �OLEDs�
but also favor to improve the performance of electrically pumped
organic lasers �OLDs�1,2 �because the stable high device efficiency
and the low operating voltage are the key factors to achieve gain and
lasing for OLDs�. However, for the few intrinsic carrier
concentrations,3 low mobility of organic semiconductors, and the
unmatched energy level of the electrode interface,4 the operating
voltages of OLEDs are still much higher than those of their inor-
ganic competitors. To lower the driving voltage and improve the
current efficiency �CE� of OLEDs, it is necessary to enhance the
carrier injection and transporting and balance the numbers of holes
and electrons injected into the light emitting layer �EML�. The cur-
rent density is mainly determined by the carrier mobility and the
ability of the carrier injection from the electrode to the organic
layer,5 and the luminance is greatly dependent on the recombination
efficiency of holes and electrons.

Doping with strong electron acceptor materials such as
tetrafluorotetracyanoquinodimethane6 in a hole transporting layer
�HTL� and donor materials such as alkaline metal5,7,8 in an electron
transporting layer �ETL� have proved to be the most effective way to
strengthen the carrier injection and transporting. However, the alka-
line metals are well known to have negative influence on device
stability and that they are easier to diffuse into ETL, resulting in the
quenching of excitons in the organic EML. To solve these problems,
recently, metal oxides such as MoO3,9 MoO2,10 WO3,11 ReO2,12 and
MnO 13 have been reported to act as dopants for HTL or injection
layer. The alkali metallic fluorides �e.g., LiF,14 NaCl,15 CsF,16 and
NaF 17� are also used as the dopants for ETL or injection layer.
Especially, LiF has effectively improved the device performance by
doping in ETL.18,19 Nevertheless, there are still some problems. Al-
though the doping of LiF could greatly improve the device perfor-
mances by changing the doping ratio, the highest CE, which de-
scended rapidly, was still achieved at a very low current density
�only several tens of mA/cm2�.18 This indicates that the concentra-
tions of holes and electrons are unbalanced at a high current density
in these devices, which is extremely unbeneficial to achieve gain in
OLDs and helpless for commercial applications.

In this paper, LiF was introduced as both the ETL and HTL
dopants. The electron transporting ability of ETL could be dramati-
cally enhanced by LiF-doped ETL, and the balance of holes and
electrons injected into the EML could be greatly improved by LiF-
doped HTL. Consequently, a low driving voltage and high lumi-
nance OLED with an improved stability in CE was achieved by
optimized LiF doping ratios in ETL and HTL. The optimization dual
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LiF doping device shows a doubled brightness and the balanced CE
at a large current density range, compared with those of traditional
Al/LiF cathode devices.

Experimental

All device configurations are detailed in Fig. 1. In this study, the
doping ratio was the volume ratio. The device shown in Fig. 1a was
named as the LiF/Al cathode device �device A�. The devices shown
in Fig. 1b were named as LiF-ETL doping devices; the doping ratios
were 3% �device B�, 4.5% �device C�, and 6.5% �device D�. The
devices shown in Fig. 1c were named as dual doping devices; the
doping ratios of LiF in ETL were all 4.5%, and the doping ratios of
LiF in HTL were 4.5% �device E�, 8% �device F�, and 15% �device
G�. A glass substrate coated with 110 nm thick indium tin oxide
�ITO� with a sheet resistance of 100 �/� was used as an anode.
The cleaned ITO substrates were set in the vacuum chamber and
treated with O2 plasma 3 min at a power of 50 W. All organic
materials were obtained commercially and deposited by vapor depo-
sition under 5.0 � 10−4 Pa according to the sequence described in
Fig. 1. The evaporation rates of LiF, Alq, and
N,N�-diphenyl-N,N�-bis�1-naphthyl-�1,1�-biphenyl�-4,4�-diamine
�NPB� were strictly controlled using three oscillating quartz thick-
ness monitors. LiF-doped organic layers were formed by coevapo-
ration of LiF and organic materials from separate sources. Every
source has a separateness probe to detect the evaporation rates of
materials. The doping uniformity of the LiF-doped organic layers
should be promised by the accurate evaporation rates of every ma-
terial in macroscopic. The typical rate of the deposition of NPB and
Alq was 2 Å/s. The depositing rate of LiF in the LiF/Al cathode
device was 0.5 Å/s. The Al cathode was deposited under 4.0
� 10−4–1.0 � 10−4 Pa with an evaporation rate of 10 Å/s. All de-
vices had the same active area of 4 mm2. The film thickness was
measured with an Ambios XP-1 surface profiler. The current–
voltage characteristics were measured with a Keithley 2400 source
meter. The electroluminescence �EL� spectra and luminance were
recorded with a PR705 Photo Research spectrophotometer. All the
tests were carried out in air at room temperature.

Results and Discussion

To investigate the influences of LiF on carrier injection and
transporting, the OLEDs based on LiF-doped ETL with various dop-
ing concentrations had been fabricated. Figure 2a shows the current
density–voltage �J-V� characteristics of the LiF-ETL doping de-
vices. An obvious reduction in driving voltage at the same current
density in the LiF-ETL doping device with higher doping concen-
trations �devices C and D� could be observed, compared with that of
device A. Furthermore, devices C and D show the maximum current
densities as high as 1050 and 1000 mA/cm2, respectively. Com-
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pared with those of devices A and B �600 mA/cm2�, the maximum
current density is improved nearly 70%. This indicates that the elec-
tron transport ability of the Alq layer is greatly enhanced by LiF
doping when the doping ratios are higher than 4.0%. Nevertheless,
the LiF-ETL doping devices show little evident enhancement in car-
rier injection abilities �for the turn-on voltage is proportional with
the carrier injection ability�, compared with the LiF/Al cathode de-
vice �device A� �Table I�. Without the LiF buffer layer, the Alq/Al
device normally has a turn-on voltage of �7 V.13 The insertion of
a LiF thin layer �0.5–1.0 nm� between Alq/Al dramatically improves
the electron injection ability from the cathode Al to the Alq layer
�ETL�. Although the effect is not obvious in LiF-ETL doping de-
vices, the changing trend of turn-on voltage in devices B, C, and D
suggests that higher LiF doping ratios are in favor of decreasing the
barrier height between the cathode and the ETL, resulting in better
electron injection than the LiF/Al cathode device. The lower doping
ratio device �device B� shows the poorest J-V characteristic and the
highest turn-on voltage, which indicates that a lower LiF doping
ratio could not efficiently improve the electron injection and possi-
bly would decrease the mobility of electrons in ETL due to the trap
effect.

Figure 2b and c shows the current efficiency–current density
�CE-J� and the luminance–current density �L-J� characteristics of
the LiF-ETL devices. Device B has the maximal CE of 4.6 cd/A at
only 30 mA/cm2. However, the rapidly declining CE with current
density results in an inferior brightness �14,410 cd/m2� compared
with those of devices C and D. Despite the nonideal CEs, the
heavier doping LiF-ETL devices exhibit outstanding performance on
luminance, which is 27,490 cd/m2 for device C and 21,930 cd/m2

for device D. It could be attributed to the stability of the CE in
devices C and D, as shown in Fig. 2b. Although some of the maxi-
mal CEs of devices C and D were lower than those of devices A and
B, the CEs in devices C and D were almost holding constant at the
whole current density range. This character promised good perfor-
mance of devices C and D on luminance at the high current density.

Extremely high current density and low CE in devices C and D
reveal that the balance of the numbers of holes and electrons in-
jected into the Alq layer should be further improved. Figure 2 shows
that the 4.5% LiF-ETL doping device �device C� represents superior
J-V, L-J, and CE-J properties. Since then, 4.5% is regarded as an
optimization ETL doping ratio in this study, which is immovable in
all dual doping devices. The balance of holes and electrons has been
investigated by varying the doping ratios of LiF in NPB �HTL�.
Figure 3 shows the J-V, CE-J, and L-J characteristics of dual doping
devices E, F, and G. It was found in Fig. 3a that with the rising of
the LiF-HTL doping ratios, the carrier density under the same volt-
age is dropped and the turn-on voltage �Table I� is increased. This
can be attributed to the fact that the hole numbers injected from ITO
to NPB is reduced for the heightened barrier height between the
anode and HTL interface. We conducted an indirect experiment to
validate it. The work functions of ITO and ITO/LiF �0.5 nm� were

Figure 1. Configurations of multilayer OLEDs: �a� LiF/Al cathode device
�device A�; �b� LiF-ETL doping device devices �doping ratio: 3% �device B�,
4.5% �device C�, and 6.5% �device D��; and �c� dual doping devices �doping
ratio in ETL is 4.5% and doping ratios in HTL: 4.5% �device E�, 8%�device
F�, and 12% �device G��.
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measured by an ambient Kelvin probe. The results show that the
ITO work function falls from �4.8 to �4.6 eV by covering with a
0.5 nm thick LiF ultrathin film.

Figure 3b shows that the stability of CE is not influenced by the
LiF-HTL doping, and all the dual doping devices represent a higher
CE than that of device C. It indicated that LiF doped in HTL could

Figure 2. �a� J-V, �b� CE-J, and �c� L-J characteristics of devices A, B, C,
and D.
www.esltbd.orgtion subject to ECS license or copyright; see 
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improve the number balance of holes and electrons injected into the
EML. Compared with that of device C, the maximum luminance of
devices F and G is still inferior, which can be induced by the rela-
tively low current densities of devices F and G under higher voltage.
Device E shows a maximum CE of 4.7 cd/A and a maximum lumi-
nance of 28,180 cd/m2 for the significantly improved carrier bal-
ance compensated to the loss induced by the lower current density
and hole injection.

From Fig. 2 and 3 and Table I, it can be deduced that, first,
LiF-ETL doping devices have no obvious improvement on turn-on
voltage compared with the LiF/Al cathode device, but the electron
mobility in Alq can be significant increased by raising the LiF dop-
ing ratios. Second, the hole injection ability is in inverse proportion
to the ratios of LiF-HTL, but the hole mobility of heavier ratio
LiF-HTL-doped devices can be enhanced at the high electrical field,
for the suddenly ascending curve slopes of devices F and G at the
high electrical field could be observed in Fig. 3a. Finally, it indicates
that the number balance of holes and electrons injected into the light
EML can be dramatically improved by optimizing the LiF doping
ratios in ETL and HTL. For example, the 4.5% LiF-HTL doping
ratio has little influence on the turn-on voltage compared with the
LiF/Al cathode device, but it balanced the carrier concentrations
effectively. Therefore, device E shows the best CE-J and L-J prop-
erties and the stable CE.

Photoelectron emission measurements have shown that LiF can
lower the energy levels of Alq 14 and the LiF-doped Alq film shows
a weak n-doping effect.20 The influence of LiF doping has been
attributed to the high dielectric constant of LiF �9.036�.21 According
to Maxwell’s equations, the high dielectric of LiF would lead to
great polarizability. When the LiF dipoles are uniformly doped in
organic materials, they probably have a distribution of alignments,
as illustrated in Fig. 4. With the alignments of LiF dipoles, the
dielectric of organic materials increases.22 Assuming that the dipole
moments are in the same magnitude as p, the dipole alignments give
an additional polarizability to organic materials from the Langevin
theory

�L =
P2

3�BT
�1�

� =
3 + 2��L

3 − ��L
�2�

This additional polarizability increases the dielectric constant of the
organic materials. The maximum current density that a depleted,
trap-free semiconductor with thickness L can carry as space-charge
limited �SCL� and given by the Mott–Gurney law is23

JSCL = �9

8
���0�V2/L3 �3�

where � is the dielectric constant, � is the charge carrier mobility,
and V is the applied voltage. By definition, an ohmic contact poses
no limitation to the current flow and therefore supplies the semicon-
ductor with SCL current. Otherwise, if the supply from the contact is
not adequate to satisfy the demand of the bulk, the contact is

Table I. EL properties of devices.

Device
Turn on voltage at 1 cd/m2

�V�
Maximum current density

�mA/cm2�
Maxim

A 3.0 600
B 3.4 600
C 3.1 1050
D 2.9 1000
E 3.0 800
F 4.4 800
G 8.2 700
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injection-limited and the current is lower than JSCL. Although there
is no ideal ohmic contact and trap-free device, the law is still helpful
to analyze the characteristics of current density, carrier injection, and
transporting. Clearly, JSCL is proportional to dielectric constant.
Upon that, the electron and hole transport properties of organic ma-
terials can be improved by LiF doping.

The carrier injection is limited by an interfacial energy barrier
�	b�. Because of the image force, 	b depends on the electric field at
the interface

	b = 	 − e�e	EL,R	
�

�4�

where 	 is the Schottky energy barrier at zero field, EL,R is the
electric field at the left �or right� contact, and � is the dielectric
constant. The cathode barrier height decreases and the anode barrier
height increases with the increase in the dielectric constant. The
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital energy level of Alq is �3.3 eV.
The work function of Al is �4.3 eV. The highest occupied molecular
orbital energy level of NPB is �5.4 eV, and the work function of
ITO is �4.8 eV. The decreased barrier height is helpful for electron
injection, but the hole injection is impeditive by the increased bar-
rier height. Therefore, the turn-on voltage is proportional to the LiF-
ETL doping ratios and inverse proportional to the LiF-HTL doping
ratios. For the similar reason, the lower hole injection ability of
devices F and G leads to the descending of current density and
luminance in comparison with device C. The theoretical analysis is
greatly consistent with the experiment analysis in other papers.5,20

The stable high CE of the dual LiF doping device and the slightly
changed CE of the 4.5 and 6.5% LiF-ETL doping devices could also
be explained by the contribution of the high dielectric constant of
LiF.24 According to Ohm’s law, the high dielectric constant of LiF
facilitates a rising in resistance, which induced an increase in the
electric field of organic transporting films. The field dependence
carrier mobility of amorphous organic films is often adopted in the
following form

� = �0 exp�� E

E0
� �5�

where �0 is the zero-field mobility and E0 is a characteristic param-
eter to be determined experimentally. Clearly, the carrier mobility is
proportional to the electric field. The enhanced carrier mobility at
the higher voltage could promote a growth in recombination, which
improves the luminance of devices and keeps the CE at a large range
of current density. If the device could balance the hole and electron,
it performs excellently both in CE and luminance characteristics as
device E has done. The mediocre performances in the CE of the 4.5
and 6.5% ETL doping devices at a lower voltage are possibly due to
the unbalance of holes and electrons and the effect of traps for the
higher concentration of LiF. The balance of holes and electrons is
enhanced by the increase in electric field as discussed above. Fur-
thermore, the increase in carrier mobility as Eq. 5 described offsets
the negative influence of traps, which results in the good perfor-
mance in the stability of CE and the luminance of the higher doping

uminance
2�

Maximum CE
�cd/A�

Decline proportion of maximum CE
�%�

20 3.7 cd/A at 100 mA/cm2 46
10 4.6 cd/A at 30 mA/cm2 48
90 3.2 cd/A at 300 mA/cm2 19
30 2.9 cd/A at 200 mA/cm2 25
80 4.7 cd/A at 200 mA/cm2 24
10 3.7 cd/A at 200 mA/cm2 24
70 3.7 cd/A at 100 mA/cm2 27
um l
�cd/m

12,3
14,4
27,4
21,9
28,1
22,1
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ratio devices. Devices F and G exhibit bad J-V properties at a lower
electric field, resulting from the poor hole injection induced by the
higher LiF-HTL doping ratios. The steep J-V curve slopes, shown in
Fig. 3a, suggest that the hole mobility is enhanced with the increase
in the electric field. Consequently, the carrier balance of devices F

Figure 3. �a� J-V, �b� CE-J, and �c� L-J characteristics of devices C, E, F,
and G.
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and G is improved by the enhanced hole mobility, and the stability
of CE could be promised.

Conclusions

In the present study, a facile nonalkaline dual LiF doping device,
both doped in ETL and HTL, has been demonstrated. The optimized
dual doping device leads to a great enhancement in carrier balance,
carrier transporting, CE, and its stability with current density. This is
quite useful for the development of organic electrical pumping laser.
The stable insulator LiF as a doping material could eliminate the
problem of the oxidation of reactive alkali metal dopants. The
simple device structures are in favor of the improvement of EL
properties of OLEDs.
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